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International Week abounds in culture
BjLZZPUTESBAUGH

page 6

International Week 1993 brought
an international perspective to the
campus, by devoting each day to the
celebration of customs and traditions
cifmany diffcrertnatkralirira aH over
the world,
The student response das year has
been amazing." said Murray Welsh,
intern of the Office of International
Student Affairs. She indicated the
Asian craft tables as one of the new
events this year due to student enthusiasm. "It just shows the students
have gotten really into it, and they're
the ones who make it happen.'
OrganizedbytheOrScecflnterna-tion-
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page 8
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Student Affairs and sponsored
by the International Student Association (IS A), the Host Family Program
and the South Asia Committee, International Week has kept Lowry Center Lounge full of students celebrat-in-g
and learning about various countries every day this week. Tuesday,
Europe Day, showcased a European
faff.includiigaRornanian dance performance, Scottish dancers performing Highland and Country dancing to
the music of bagpipes, Russian folk
songs and Spanish dancing.
. On Wednesday, Asia Day,an Asian
arts and crafts display showed off,
among other items, students' painted
Chinese characters, Vietnamese sarongs and laquerware. Malaysian
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Football ends season
with loss

page 12

Editorials, columns
and letters to the
editor in

Viewpoints
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photo by ERIC ROGERS

Murray Welsh, intern at the Office of International Student Affairs,
performs a Balinese dance for a crowd duriag International Week.
wedding ritual, and

Anglo-Americ- an

m

also included those of Monday'sFirst-Yea- r

Forum speaker, Maxine Hong
Kingston.
Welsh said she worked to get more
students outside of ISA involved this
year, "so Americans realize they can
be a part of this." One such attempt,
d
table in
she said, is the
study-abroa-

countable for their actions and promises, leadership reflects the community from which it emerges, and
The Black
community is
the
program, sponsored by the
seeking
group,
relatively
coherent
a
Office of Black Student Affairs
to develop and control our
(OBSA), started Wednesday
community resources which
with Ronald Walters, profesthink the challenge leadership creates the influence that
sor and chairman of the politiis the question unity. We must go makes it possible for us to
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WashHoward University in
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said Walters.
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and
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black kadership, and that 55 percent According to Walters, kadership at
the challenge of euipowermenL
His presentation commenced with said such influence does a poor job of this level faces new challenges that it
has never faced. He linked the crisis
a videotape of a leadership confer- building unity in the black commuthe deterioration of the
with
nity.
America,"
in
ence entitled "Race
community and the masWalters presented the challenge of
spoosoredby the NationalBlack Caueconomic resources in
in
shift
sive
cus. Featured in the conference were empowerrnembystatingthathcomes
both
makes
and
community
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from
several of black America's most
please see WALTERS, page 2
portant leaders such as the Minister community and elected leaders ac
Louis Farrahkan, leader oftheNatkxT
ofIsIam,Rev. Benjamin Chavis,prcsi-de- nt
of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People,
Representative Maxine Waters of
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Africa Day on Thursday displayed
the artistry of colorful African doth
and artifacts, and in the evening, the
performances of traditional African
singers and dancers.
Today, Americas' Day, includes a
film test and tonight, the COW
performance and South and
North American dances.
Welsh said she hopes International
Week 1993 gives students an "increased awareness of the diversity of
mis campus." Welsh said, as an organizer and participant of International
Week for the past four years, she has
been overwhelmed by the number of
saxknts who cxiitinue toget involved.
As a past member of the College's
dance company, Welsh herself
in the Balinese dance Wednesday.
Other new events this year include
the Balinese dance, Romanian dance,
the Bangkok Buffet of Wednesday
evening, the square dance scheduled
for tonight from 9 to 11 p-and
Thursday evenmg's African Cinema.
"The number of faculty speakers is
phenomenal this year,' Welsh said.
She explained that there are more this
year one speaker every weekday
than there have been before. Issues
that were addressed dealt with the
former Yugoslavia, India, Ghana and
Gos-pdCh-

r
i

elL

Lowry Center, at which students can
discuss their individual experiences
abroad with other students. Welsh
said she hopes students feel free to get
involved in other ways. .
"Don't be shy about participating
in events that are happening, even if
you don't know anything," she said.
That's what makes them fun."

'Residence' professor advocates unity Author
Leadership-in-Resi-den-

r

r

and Balinese dancers performed, and
Indian and Chinese music was
fea-turedasw-

Starving for
perfection

Friday, November 12, 1993
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By TODD LEWIS
The Wooster Forum lecture series
continued Monday night with remarks

from renowned author Maxine Hong
Kingston. Kingston discussed "Anon
other Book of
told the story of three
ancient Chinese "Books of Peace," to
which there are alleged references,
but which have never been found.
She says that her yearning to read
these books has motivated her to create them anew, a process which she is
presently undertaking.
Kingston read from the first pages
of her new, yet unfinished book of
peace, whk begins, "If a woman is
going to write book of peace, it is
given her to know devastation." In
mis reading, she recounted how her
first effort at recreating the book was
destroyed in the fires of 1991 which
devastated her Berkeley community.
Peace-Kingst-

please see KINGSTON, page 2
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News Briefs
CAMPUS
drive wiih tbe American Red Cross on Oct.
28 ft raubrfmthe donation of 102 pints ofbkxxL Tbe blood donated could
potentially save tbe lives of 412 people.
OGChiPsico-sponscredabloo-

Lecture to
be held on

The future of Wooster
basketball calls game

d
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NEWS RELEASE

NATIONAL
The Justice Department has plans to look into whether tbe campaign cfNew
Jersey i Republican governcr-deviolated votingrights. Campaign manager
Ed Rollins said and later denied that black ministers and democratic
workers were paid lo discourage voter turnout
Rainstorms are washing mud and rocks off hills burned bare in southern
California. The slides are tbe first of many expected in the wake of the recent
fires. Forecasters say a new storm expected tonximjw has the potential to drop
upk) 1 12 more inches of rain.
Two freight trains collided in an explosive bead-o- n crash in southwest
Washington. Officials say each tram was rju&ing more than 80 cars. The body
of one crew member has been found, but at last report, four others were still
missing. The cause of the crash a stifl vknown.
4resiclen( Clinton, detennmed
tojnsticc,strongry welcomes tighter sanctions on Libya. Libya is refusing to
surrender two suspects,
ct

photo by SAME MAHONEY

's basketball scrimmage Tuesday.

A boJding fast looks on the

INTERNATIONAL

a

wreck of some 60 vehicles in lot Rochelle, France, left 15
dead and 47 injured. Police say the wreck began when a truck broke down in
the rain, and two other trucks collided, blocking the highway.
Italian news reports say police have captured these suspect cfhorh killing
Falcone,
cxAproseajfeTGkTvarraFakxraarxl
kfflrri in a 1992 car bombing on a highway outside Palmero, was considered
a national hero m Italy for taking on the Mafia, and his death set off a wave of
sentiment and prompted a crackdown against underworld bosses.
chain-reacti-

on

anti-Maf-ia

National and interregional news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
wim information from Wire Services.

Walters
continued from front page

row. director of OBSA. said that
Waters was Received very well in

(he last two decades.

However, Waters offered a rero-ed-y
fix the crisis faced by black leaders, stressing cprrarional unity between the many black leaders of today sod the creation of a common
agenda from which they can work,
T flank me challenge cf leadership
is thequestion of unay," said Waters.
"We most go m that back room and
develop a collective approach to leadV
ersmp."
Daring the reception. Eileen Mar--

several classes he attended. Students
appeated to be very good listeners and
asked intelligent questions based on
his remarks."
Morrow was disappointed about
was small
the turnout, however.
but it was expected. I'm a little disappointed, but his presentation was very
attractive."
James Weaver 94 characterized
tbe events as "very informative, and I
gatheredatemformation as far as the
n
political system goes and the
of its structure. He gave
stars on key elements. I wish
mote blacks would have turned out to
realize theconceptof empower uient."

Correction
far m

not

"As a result leaders at the commu-nit- y
level are crying K do a whole lot
more wuh a fewer resources " said

Waters.

October 29
Information
Viewpoints piece entitled "Wooster
was first
named party acfaooL-No- tT
itjk vd in the Akron Beaton Jow

CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Macintosh computer (or primer),
m good condition, wiA hard drive,
Prirxiiegotiable.
CoZ 2644837.

It

break-dow-
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Kingston
continued from frontpage
consumed the manuscripts and spoke
of the need to find peace in one's self.
Her remarks also concerned her
new technique of writing not in solitude but rather in concert with war
veterans. "Vietnam war veterans
are tbe ones most given to introspection, questioning, and thinking and
agonizing overwhat happened. When
we gather," she said, "mere is a group
energy."
Responding to questions from the

audience following her remarks.
Kingston said, "Creating a peaceful
world is a constant existential process. One nnpoitant thing that is in
those books is bow to live together,
communally. I warn to show people
how to be peaceful, so that all your
relationships multipry that peaceful-nes- s.
The ways of peace are very

ideo-logic-al

whatshe viewed as her long-tergoal, she said. "I won't be satis-finistil I prevent the next war from

m

ed

Goliard
DeadHae far

The reported information was obtained from a survey conducted by
"Inside Edge."

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
Honda

Friday.Dec.lQ.1993
Send all submissions with cover
sheet with your name, phone
nunitxr, boot ranriber and title of
OrJv
the piece, to Bex
on the
rhe t?e shrali g
C-31-90.

acsslrActf

CRX85

Blac, SI engine, sunroof,
new exhaust, A--l condition.
Asking $200,
CaIlx-418- 1

happening.
Student response to Kingston's remarks was varied. Ateesh Roye 97
said, "She was very persuasive, but I
wonder bow she would respond to a
man of violence who brought out the
economic and demographic necessities for war and for violence."
Justin Vann 7 responded that, "I
must say that shedidnot say anything.
Shcwasratherarnb'guous.andldidn't
see ber relating back to any common
thread. She had nothing to say."
Asked what one word would best
summarize her speech, he responded
with "crap."
Kingston said she fell her remarks
to be, generally, well received. "Iam
really surprised at the receptiveness
and that there was nobody who came
up to argue with me, saying that peace
is impossible, or offering questions
such as how to deal with Bosnia or the
Middle East, questions that are
or politically very practicaL I
feel very good at the idealism of the
students."

We accept poetry, fiction,
artwork, photography, personal
essays, critical writing, musical
scores, cartoons, or anything else
that can be reproduced in
form.
fwyjn

Thomas R. Martin, the Jeremiah
W. O 'Connor Jr. professor in Classics
Cblkge of the Holy Cross, will present
an illustrated lecture entitled "Slaves,
Police, and Counterfeiting in Classical Athens" to the College community. The presentation win be held
Monday at 7:30 pjtl. in Lean Lecture
Room, Wishart Hall. The event is
free and open to the public
Martin is a distinguished Classical
scholar, with an impressive record of
publishing and honors. Educated at
Princeton and Harvard, he has taught
and held administrative positions at
Harvard University, Pomona College
and, most recently, the College of the
Holy Cross. Martin has also been a
fellow at the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens, and has
served on the excavation staff at
Corinth.
Martin has received numerous
awards and honors. Among these are
fellowships from the American
Society, the Center for Hellenic Studies, the National Endowment for the Humanities and the
American Council ofLeamed Societ
ies.
Martin has published many books
and articles on ancient history, epigraphy and numismatics. He is also a
selector and reviewer for the History
Book Oho. Martm is also involved in
the creation of the Perseus Project for
Interactive Sources and Studies in
AnrientGreekGvilcation. Hiis computoc4 of texts, images, diater-based
grams and plans can be used for
and instruction in classical
Greek history.
Martin's visit is being sponsored
by the department of classical studies
and the office of the vice president for
academic affairs.
Provided by the department of
classical studies and the office of
the vice president for
academic affairs.

The Wooster Voice
is now accepting applications for the following positions:
assistant A & E editor, assistant Sports editor,
copy editors, production adsfanft,

advertising staff, circulation staff
and staff writers.

Be on important part of the Voice
For more information, call the Voice office at exL 2598.
Or stop by the weekly staff meetings at 5 pjn. Fridays
in the Voice office.
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Assistant professor of Debate addresses homosexuality
economics resigns
By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI

Col-leg- e,
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Ellen Tanzer, a visiting assistant
professor of economics at the
resigned Monday for personal
reasons. Tanzer, who was hired this
year to compensate for Professor
George Galster and other professors
on sabbatical or leave, was scheduled
to remain teaching at the college until
school year.
the end of the 94-"cr the rest of this year, the department is able to cover the courses she
had been scheduled to teach," said
Stanton Hales, vice president of academic affairs. Tor next year, it is
likefy that the dcpartrnent will want to
have someone to replace her."
Taking over her classes for this
semester are economics department
chair Gene Pollock and Professor Jim
BumelL Pollock has taken over
Tamer's Principles of Economics
class this semester, and BurneU is
ic
teaching her Intenncrfiate Micro
Theory course.
Next semester, William Band will
teach one of the Principles of Economics classes she was tohave taught
Her other Principles of Economics
class was cancelled, but Professor
KatharineShepatd'sdccisiontp teach

one nxwe course than she had planned
made a little extra room in die department. Hales said.
When asked whether the fewer
number of Principles of Economics
sections would cause the other sections to grow in size. Hales said, "It
really will have essentially no effect
on class sizes at alL"
Tanzer believed that her resignation was a good decision. "That job
really wasn't for me, and I mink it's
really mutual," she said. She affirmed
that she did not have any hardfeelings
toward the Ccollege.
Students responded that they did
not know Tanzer planned to resign.
"She didn't say anything about it,"
said Renee Snyder '96. "We didn't
even know," Andre' Parker 97 said.
When asked for possible reasons for
her resignation, Parker said. They
said she was having a hard time in her
other class."
Snyder, a member of the Micro
Economic class, said that the grades
cri the first exam in herclass were bad.
When asked if the poor class performance played a factor in her resignation, Tanzer said, don't know."
Other students declined to

become possible to lift the present
ban.
The third in the series of Philoso- Meinhold's lawyers said,"the navy
phy of Law debates titled "Homohas been unable to substantiate that
"
sexuals in the Military"
homosexuals have an adverse
commenced on Tuesday.
effect on discipline or morale.
The hypothetical appeal
Meinhold was dismissed bewomen and blacks were allowed
being discussed was that
cause
of his sexual preference,
into the military in spite intolerance
ofthe ninth district court of
and mat is in clear violation of
towards them, why can't the same be
the United States Departhis 5th amendment rights."
done
homosexuals?
ment of Defense v. Keith
They described Keith
Meinhold, a homosexual
lawyer Mienhold as being an exem.
Plaintiff's
discharged from the navy
plary officer and commander,
on the basis of his sexual
who was naot made any worse
preference."
They further said that Meinhold, after his declaration, than before, in
The lawyers representing the Dethe performance of his duties."
the appellee, "had not been dispospartment of Defense argued that the sessed of his post for being gay alone,
The lawyers denied that the mere
ban placed on homosexuals in the but because he claimed to be one on presence of an acknowledged homomilitary did not violate their Fifth network television for all to see."
sexual would affect the performance
Amendment rights. Gays and lesbiThe lawyers said that it would be of the unit
ans continued to have equal opportuThey also denied that blacks and
more realistic for the military to simnity before the law because their exply ban homosexuals than dismissing women were less susceptible to prejuclusion was rationally related to the homophobic soldiers, because there dice than were homosexuals.
goals of the military which included were more homophobic soldiers than
According to them, "the ban itself
national defense. According to them, there were likely to be homosexuals. fosters an atmosphere of intolerance
Meinhold s dismiassal from the miliThe judges argued that a group of among soldiers. If the ban is lifted,
tary was not unconstitutional.
tolerant soldiers would make a more gradually, with time, homosexuals
will be accepted, as has been seen
The lawyers argued that there might cohesive unit than a group of intolerwith women and blacks."
be tension between the homosexuals ant ones.
In response to an audience
and other members of the unit who
Another judge related women and
detest them. There might also exist a blacks to homosexuals in the military. member's comment that he did not
fear of homosexuals forcing their deShe said, "If women and blacks were see social morality changing as a
sires on other members and of social allowed into the military in spite of
stigmatization.
intolerance towards them, why can't military, the lawyers representing the
"If one member of the group hates die same be done for homosexuals?" appellee said,"It is nrtfor the military
another, then it win have a detrimenThe lawyers felt that down the line, to reflect social values."
ls
The issue was voted on by the audital effect cc the coheskn of the whole when social attitudes towards
group. A soldier has to have confi
changed for the better, itmight ence and the appeal was overturned.
re-suUofrhemcorporation-

By ANDY DUKER

dence in the integrity of their commanding officer, whichmightnotexist
if this person is a homosexual," they
continued. '

homo-sexua-

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS
Are you a sophomore or junior
interested in being a Resident Assistant
for the

1 994-9- 5
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At Smith's Market

academic year?

Coma to an RA Application
Informational Session
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Tuesday, November 16 at 9 p.m.
HokJen Hall Blue Lounge
or
Thursday, November 1 8 at 9 p.m.
Andrews Hall Living Room

For more information
Call Rachel Reiser at ext 2498
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Wooster Insight
Walking safely

WrVxfc.

la ibe put year. Campus Security has takes steps toward providing students
with more information about campus safety. A greater openness abott security
problems, along wiih programs such as Crime Prevention Week, has created
rioter rrliriVns between Seciaity and students.
These rioaer relations are evidenced by the fact that many students feel
comfortable calling Security for escorts during evening and night hours.
Although in the past some students have hesitated calling for escorts, the
diyHsrhers who set op such cscciu consistently make the process as easy as
possible. Security escorts, furthermore, arrive promptly and treatstudents with
to ask for an escort
respect for making tfic fl 'T
AS students should take advantage of the security escorts that Security
provides,and utilize other safety options thatSecurity provides for tte
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Where are the books?
In a school like Wooster which places so much enmhasis on research papers
and Independent Study, it would certainly be helpful if Andrews Library had
enough resources for everyone's use.
Currently, k seems like all the books in the library are checked ou to seniors
until next year. This is a great hindrance to snxVnrs who have bad the
inisfonanccf chooaiag a topic for tear arch (hat is similar to a senior's LS.
A recall policy does exist, but is k fair to derjrrveaseruorofbooksthatheor
she might need for
It would be better to order more books in areas that
have been, or are, very popular as research topics.
Furthermore, some areas are terribly undencprcsented in me library. For
initancg.kis virtually irnr
politics and society.
Abo, a number of books are mitcng from the library. If a book on the
If one
Cflmrirr.teanxxtefocndcaihcs
puts a tracer on k, one is greeted wsh a note saying k is missing.
Tl k imfTMiw
rttaf tfw Khrtry arfyiiif nvi
fpwrfofly nn paytifnty
topics. It is also essential that k then regulate the usage of these books so that
anyone inquiring them can get to use them.
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Letters

Cronin family thanks College community
We wanted to thank you all for the
affection arid grace with which the
CoDege community has responded to
Andrew's death. Wcosteroccupieda
special place in Andrew's heart as
it does now in ours and you have

As the president of the Student
Government Association. I am written behalf of myself and of several
cabinet and senate representatives to
take excepoon to the editorial which
appealed in the November 5. 1993
hsuectheVocrtidedV-SGA- :
What's
the deal?" I believe th the opinions
expressed in the editorial were arbitrary, and I am dismayed that the
Voice has sunk to waging mudsling-tn- g
attacks against another student
organization as was so clearly apparent in the editorial.
Tne editorial stated, "SGA has the
potential to be an influential and important means of creating change on
this campus." Potential? In the last
six months, improvements on this
campus that have come about because of SGA influence include the
new nennrnoking policy inLowry
and Kinredgs, the card-ke- y
system,
and moused lighting on campus. At
the end of September, SGA allocated
over S8JD00 to student organizations
to improve and diversify campus
The senate and cabinet
attended the October 4 faculty meeting to protest the faculty's hasty
pro-grammi-

ng.

cxi-Year

Seminar. Two members of me
SGA cabinet sit on Campus Council,

andrfflaegralrcaesmdeerrnimng
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C-31- 17.

welcomeany visteatanyttme. (Well
make sure Hooper is properly secured.)
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Brendan and Christian

SGA president dismayed by Voice editorial

con-sideratkaicfrhearxjishmcrt-

.

good reason to be proud!
Sharingmenxriesandphotographs
of Andrew and touching base with
those whoknew him at Wooster helps
so much in our own healing. We hope
to continue hearing from you and

campus policy. SGA continues to
provide trarapomtion to the airport
over break periods, as well as storage
facilities over the extended summer
break. To imply that SGA has not
been an agent of posiove change, an
advocate of student concerns, and a

presence on campus is to deny the key
role that students have played in the
governance of this institution.
I further take exception to the implication that the Student
is nothing more than
a puppet of the trustees or of the
administration. While SGA senators
and cabinet members do serve on
faculty and trustee commi rtees, we do
so as representatives of the student
body. Administrators and trustees
have no say in the organization of our
. constitution, the agendas of our meetings, or the issues that SGA chooses
to consider.
But the Voice didn't sop with calling us names. The editorial further
implied that when the senate and cabinet aren't bowing to the administration, we are taking power trips, plot-tin-g
changes and working morxasitkM to scxlemcorKerns.
This is a powerful assertion, and one
which I fed is inaccurate to the point
of absurdity. It truly sickens me that
those students on SGA whose contributions to campus life, through SGA
and their ether activities, are broad
and deep, are dismissed by the Voice
as not living cp to their kadership
potential. For the senators of the nt
body are some of the most
concerned, sod in vol red
There is no lack of
vision, as rhe editorial implied. Rather,
there is a dear desire to be proactive,
totakc stands on issues that are hnpor-tan- t.
and to be agents of positive
Govem-mentAssociat-

self-servi-

ion

ng

defy any member of the staff of the
Voice to show me what qualifies them
to answer that question. Not once has
a reporter attended one of our meetings which are open to the campus at
large. The articles which have been
written regarding SGA have been
poorly crafted, perhaps as a result of
the lack of information on which the
Voice chooses to base articles. Sena-to-n
riave, on more than cme occasion,
been misquoted and misrepresented
in print.
Perhaps I. or any other member of
the cabinet or senate, should have
been asked the question of what the
deal is, before the editorial board of
the newspaper attempted to answer it.
Perhaps specific citations of problems could have been made so that as
a body SGA can address them.
the Voice should not take it upon
itself to perpetuate the negative
of SGA which are at the very
core of why more students do not seek
ejection each year. For it is the Voice
which repmcuu SGA to the student
body. Ionlynopethatin the future the
representation will be an accurate one.
Per-ha- ps

ste-teoty-pes

LAUREN M. COHEN 94
- President,
Student Government Association

sto-de-

pas-smnat- p.,

stu-derttoncvi- pus.

So what is the deal with SGA? I

cc

Denise Monbarren
Chair of Publications Committee
Ken PlusqueDec,
Dean of Students
Henry Copeland,
Coflege of Wooster President
Student Senate Representatives

Letters
Director expresses gratitude
I wanted to express my gratitude to
the many students, staff and faculty in
die COW community who have been
concerned about tny condition since
my bean attack. The cards, phone
calls, offers to help, thoughts and
prayers have all meant a lot to me.

Currently I feel good and am well on
my way to complete recovery. I look
forward to being back on campus
soon.
- BOBRODDA
Director of Lowry Center and
Student Activities

A multicultural education is
essential for respecting others
'

In the November 5 viewpoint

CMulticuJ&ural education fails to truly

educate people") the author stated
that "it would be infinitely more useful if we tried to understand ourselves
before we attempt to understand others" and that a"miilriniltnral experi-enwill not affect our lives or those
of others, in any significant way."
After reading the article, I found
myself wondering exactly what a
multicultural experience is and if we
can truly lose the "self" by examining
the "other."
To me, raulticulturalism means diversity and it means exposure to a
variety of differentandoften conflicting ideas, rn be the first admit that
if a college simply offers a curriculum that includes a few
studies then this can not be considered a multicultural experience. Colleges must also bring in a diverse
group of students who not only represent different regions of the United
States and the world but also various
social, economic and ideological
backgrounds as well. In addition, the
programs that the school offers should
represent the interests of this diverse
student body and must adapt to the
ways in which the world is rapidly
changing.
In many ways, Wooster has taken
op this challenge and succeeded. The
student body here is made up of ts
from 48 nations and 46 states.
Seventy percent of the students are on
some sort of financial aid. Wooster
offers programs like the International
Student Association, the Black Student Association and Lambda
Wooster. Certainly, this school has a
long way to go with its multicultural
curriculum, but I think that courses
like First Year Seminar are a good
start in building a solid
studies ctmiculurn. However, my
experience has been that the courses
a school offers are not nearly as important as the ways in which a
mnhViiTmral atnxxphere affects students' every day lives.
MulticubuTalismbeverywhere.lt
could be having a lesbian or gay person living next door to you or anend-in- g
a meeting to discuss mternational
affairs. But where does all this lead?
What benefits do students get out of
blTT"g 1 mpltyTTrrrnl almraphnre? 1
firmly believe that prejudice and hatred are rooted in ignorance and mat
ce

cross-cultur- al

stu-den-

cross-cultur- al

ignorance is created by seclusion.
Muhkulturalism eliminates this seclusion and allows rjeopte to examine
other ideas and thoughts. In order to
become secure in who we are, we
must be willing to accept others as
they are.
Let me give you an example from
my experience here at Wooster. I live
mtheCnemkalFreeSuiiemKenarden
(this means that there can be no drugs
or alcohol on the hall). As a resident
of this program, it would be very easy
forme to become secluded within the
program and write off the people who
drink on this campus. Fortunately,
the program won't allow me to do that
and I have had quite a bit of contact
with people who drink since I came to
Wooster. As a result, I've talked with
these people about why they drink
and I've been able to explain to them
why I don't drink. In most cases, I feel
like I've gained a lot of respect for
people who drink here and I hope that
the people I have interacted with have
gained some respect for me. By understanding the people who have different beliefs than me I can gain a
better understanding of my own beliefs.
Thiscertamlyatoesn'thoM the brevity of the conflict betweei India and
Pakistan (which was given as an example of failed multicul uralism in
the November 5 article). However, I
do feel that if both sides would concentrate less on what they want accomplished and instead focus on why
the other group wants their goals accomplished then perhaps some understanding could be reached. At its
worst, multiculturalism can eventually lead to mutual understanding. At
its best, it can create respect and abate
ignorance.
John F. Kennedy remarked, "if we
cannot end now our differences, at
least we can make the world safe for
diversity." In every community,
people come from different backgrounds with distinct values and beliefs. Wooster is no exception. If we
don't attempt to preserve, understand
and respect diversity at this school,
then every student here is in a position
toberefceedtf some part cf his or her
own identity. We must put some of
our focus on the "other" so that we
don't put the "self" into jeopardy.
JAMIE CHRISTENSEN '96

A clone is a clone is a clone
Hey ! Did you hear? They're cloning people. Well, not
really people, but human embryos. At least they're trying,
and coming closer than usual. It won't be long now before
we just mix up some stuff in a laboratory, and "poof,"
there's another you. For the uninformed in our audience,
cloning is the process of
MICHAEL MATTISON making exact duplicates of
living things based on ge
netic informatipa It is much like a fraternity initiation, but
we're in the
spectrum instead of the Alpha Beta, and
I don't think quite as much beer is consumed.
Regardless, this) process, or the very nought of it, raises
many
about cloning and the repercus
sions, not the least of
which is: will a clone
pick up the check? One
of the best lines I heard
came this weekend on
a mildly distinguished
news discussion show
from an innocuous representative out of the
western states, who

m

serlbus-questio-

ns

Scientist: Thank you. Bob. We'll take it under consideration.
Obviously this would not be a simple process. Then
again, ordering lunch is a difficult process in some quarters. But I would like to throw in some support for the
process of cloning and remind people that a lot of good
could come of such scientific breakthroughs. For example,
if we could clone all the seniors then the clones could work
on IS while the originals continued to converse about how
much work we have to do. (Note that "clones" and
"originals" are highly technical terms and should not be
pronounced by anyone who is not proficient in the scientific vernacular. This column is not responsible for any

suggested that congress

should set up a committee to study the ethi-

cal dilemmas that
would be brought
aboutby cloning. Now,
wouldn't that be a scenario:
Scientist: Senator
Packwood.howdoyou
feel about cloning?
Senator Packwood:
I would prefer to feel
secretaries, but I guess
the process would certainly give us more fannies around
the office, wouldn't it? Let me make a note in my diary to
consider such a move.
Scientist: Thank you, Senator. Hew about you. Senator
Kennedy?
Senator Kennedy: I hardly think that, urn, such monetary expenditure is warranted, seeing as how one can, um,
create two people by drinking large quantities of alcohol
Burp
Scientist: Ah ha, the double vision theory. Thank you.
Senator Thurmond?
Senator Thurmond: 7777.7.7.. (distinct sounds of snoring reach the microphone)
Scientist: Um, thank you. Senator Helms, what are your
views?
Senator Helms: Obviously the act of cloning is a ruse
used by communists, gays, minorities, andpomographers
to disrupt the social order and confuse the good families of
America into believing that they are not unique.
Scientific note of interest from the Institute for Higher
Consciousness and A Decent Cheese Dog we are still
working on a cure for "Helmsaphobia," which is the fear
of bigoted, old, white men who hold legislative power.
Remain calm while testing continues, or until the votersof
North Carolina give a damn. Thank you.
Scientist: Thank you, gentlemen. We appreciate your
attention
Senator Dole: Wait, wait. I like cloning. Think of the
filibuster possibilities!

ill
injuries sustained from such attempts.)
Other possibilities abound. If we clone security, then
they could escort students across campus and still enjoy
their coffee at Mom's. President Copeland clones would
make excellent Christmas gifts, as well as providing
residents for the President's house. If we cloned rock stars,
then concert tours could be done in one night Cloning Zsa
Zsa Gabor would ensure that she has someone who likes
her as much as she likes herself, and who wouldn't pay to
see Michael Jordan play Michael Jordan? (A lot of people,
but that's not the point)
I foresee a future where we have personal, portable,
hand-hel- d
cloning devices that can be used whenever
necessary. We could always ensure enough people for a
pick-u- p
Softball game, and never have to worry about not
having someone to dance with at a party. Most importantly, people could finally give themselves a backrub!
Of course, we must realize that not everyone will
appreciate these views, and might even start hollering
about the sanctity of the individual and what not But of
course, we simply clone all those in favor until we have a
majority and then take a vote. Scientific democracy at its

best'

support to the continuSo I hereby give my
ation of the study of the cloning process. Sol hereby give
support to the continuation of the study of
my
So I hereby give my
process.
the cloning
cloning button on the computer.
the
hit
I
suppcatjorry.
Michael Maldson is a columnistfor the Voice.
full-fledg- ed

full-fledg- ed

full-fledg- ed
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Women and eating disorders: starving for perfection
By AMANDA JUNXTN
Have you looked through a copy of
Vogue, Mademoiselle or any other
women's magazine lately? Inside be
pages and pages adorned with the
bodies of tiny. bony, emaciated
mcxleis NiiTayfarandKjce Moss,
jost to name a couple. 71e images of
perfection in our culture, as well as
the images of destruction lor many
young women who have starved
themselves and altered their lifestyles
to obtain these bodies.
An estimated 8 million
Americans the majority being
young women uSer from an eating

disorder, according to a recent
Chicago Tribune article. Another

rri2MarticJeinentkedas&jdydone
this year of 13 XX) South Carolina
school children. It revealed that 40
percent thought they wereoverweight
while only 20 percent actually were.
15 percent of these school children
admitted toeilber starving themselves
or vomiting in order id lose weight.
An eating disorder occurs when a
person becomes obsessed with food
and the control of their weight.
Anorexia nervosa, or
starvation, is one common type of
eating disorder. The disease is
characterized by a 20 percent or more
self-impos-

loss of body weight.

ed

Physical

' complications include hair, skin,nail,

and dental problems caused by the
lack of proper nutrients in the diet.

Menstruation is absent or very
irregular. Due to the loss of fat and

A social disease
One Wooster junior who has been
disorders her
suffering
entire life, agrees that our culture is
responsible for causing society's
you look
obsession with weight.
in a newspaper or magazine, you see
all these skinny women," she said. "If
you're not perfect lie this, what are
you supposed to do? It eating
disorders isasocial disease that needs
to be cured. It's horrible. It is abuse,
it's hurting yourself on purpose."
This student was bulimic in the
sixth grade. She remembers idolizing
other bulirnics she had read about and
started binging and purging. She has
also exhibited anorexic tendencies.
Atone point, she would starve herself
Cor periods of up to two weeks. She

become obsessed with their food
intake. They have a distorted image
of their bodies. No mafirr how thin
they get, they suH think they are
overweight. Most partake inarigorous
plan of physical activity to burn
calories. Laxatives or diuretics may
Social isolation, low
be

from-eatin-

are

denial

g

If

d.

and

experienced.
Bulimia nervosa is another type of
eating disorder. It is characterized by
g
compulsive
and purging.
Many of the physical and behavioral
complications of this disease are
similar to those of anorexia, but with
bulimia a significant weight loss does
not occur. Weight tends to fluctuate
cycle.
as a result of the binge-purThe cause of these diseases can be
directly linked to our society, said
Karen Fenara. a nurse and nutritional
counselor at both Orrville public
schools and Hygeia. She believes the
media and the entertainment industry
have established the idea that there is
one perfect shape for the female body.
over-eatin-

ge

sit-u-

ps

Physical rerjercussionsofher behavior
axludedariemiaJaurKce,aninegular
menstrual period, cramping, loss of

hair, dental problems, migraine
headaches and extremely cold hands
and feet.
She said that she has been able to
keep her eating disorder relatively
secret. Her parents do not know, nor
do her former roommates. She has

women all over the country to become
preoccupied wiih dieting. "We're
getting mixed messages for a lot of
young women and men," she said.

By ZACH VEZLLEUX
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culture has placed on young women
to have a certain body type, she feels
that the changes that occur during
puberty also contribute to causing
eating disorders. "A lot of girls do it
to gain control of their hves," she said.
Their bodies are changing. They
lose control. They can control how fat
they're going to get"
This student feels that she has more
of a grip on her problem than ever
before. She said she is stubborn and
has decided not to seek professional
help. Ton have to stop it yourself."
shesaid. "Yourmind'snotright You
have to have me power to Gght to keep
on living. Every time I look in the
rnirror, I have to say You 're normaL
I have to fight every day."
Eanngdisordenrnayalsostemfrom
dysfunctional families, Ferrara said.
Problems with alcohol, drugs and
abuse may cause young people to turn
to this obsession with weight This
has proven to be the case with another

Wooster student This sophomore
was bulimic in the sixth grade and
was hospitalized three times for
dehydration. In the 12th grade and in
her first year at college, she became
anorexic, At that time her parents
were talking of separation. Shesaid
she thought she could gain some
measure of control over her family
and her life if she monitored her
weight
I did this, my parents
would have to stay together to help
me get through it," she said. "I don't
know why it continued after that I
just became obsessed."
She said she limited her calorie
intake to 650 per day and consumed
no fats. She also followed a rigid
was eating
exercise program.
nothing," she said. T exercised
excessively. At one point I was
ronning six miles, three times a day."
Repercussiomofheractkxisinduded
irregular mersmialrjeriods,ak?wered
metabolism, water retention and
constant fatigue.
This year, she feels that she has
more control over her eating habits.
She has confided in her mother and
close friends. With the advice of a
riutritionist she is following a sensible
and healthy eating and exercisingplan.
She said she has become more '
comfortable with her body. However,
she feels that eating disorders can
never be completely cured. Irealized
trial have hips," she said. "It's in my
genetics. But, I still think about my
weight You can never make it an
eating disorder go away."

If

1

Profs share summer adventures

Coming next week.

photo by BSnTANT

Striving for control
In addition to the demands our

followed an extensive physical
exercise routine that sometimes
a day.
included 300 io 500

This misconception has caused

.

said. "You learn to carry around gum
ataH times. It's so hard to know who
is and who isn't"
One problem she faces every day is
the reality of dorm living. "A really
bad thing about this college is the
communal showers." she said. T
don't like to take showers widi certain
people. I see them and think I wish I
could be that thin."

sufficient in starting anorexia and
bulimia. Look Mine first three letters
of 'dieting. That tells it aDT

have unusual eating habits, and

over-use-

"It is very easy to sneak around," she

That's what's so unique about the
human body. Dieting itself may be

Distorted body image
Emotional and behavioral changes
in ihese women also occur. Anorexics

self-estee- m

only chosen toconfide inclose friends.

Teopte come io all sizes and shapes.

muscle, excessive hair may appear on
the body, a natural defense against the
cold.

Right now it's cold. You look
outside the window and you see chilly
November air mixed wim occasional
sleet or snow. You examine rhe pQes
upon piles of books and assignments
titling on your desk waiting for their
turn to be worked on. You're not
getting enough sleep and you're
willing to do just about anything fix a
break. Just when you think it can't
possibly get any worse, you discover
you're looking forward to doing your
laundry. That's life at this time in the
semester.
That makes it kind of hard to mink
about the summer, or even last year.
Justs few snort months ago, yon were
basking in the hot sun. Maybe you
were at the beach contracting skin
cancer, in an exotic foreign country or
just at borne relaxing. You might
have been earning money, or studying
togetaheadorcakiungup. Whatever
you were doing, you were probably
wondering how your poor professors
back at COW were getting along
wfchoutyou. Whatwererhe7goingto
do fix those four long months without
yon around? Whose exams would
they grade? Whose papers would

they read? Whose lectures would
they prepare fix? Who would come to
see them after class to worry about a
bad grade?
What is life like for a professor
when there arentany students around?
Believe it or not professors do have
other things on their mind besides
you. In fact many professors go on
leave, and take time away from their
classroom to have experiences that
they just can't have when so much of
their time is devoted to students. And
some of theii experiences can be pretty
interesting. What did your professor
do while you were gone? Here's what
some Wooster professors have been
upto over the past couple of months.
Richard GFigge,aprofessor in the
German department spent last year
on leave in Germany and Austria.
Much of his stay was spent in Vienna
and Berlin, and he devoted much of
his time to the theater, and to meeting
and talking with colleagues. He also
visited with Wooster students who
were on the Infringe of European
Studies abroad program at Humboldt
University. And be spent some time
on a Vistafjord cruise ship giving a
series oflectures and performances to
inostryOcrrnan andAmerican tourists.

Figge says he really enjoyed his year
away from Wooster. "It was an
orportunity for me to bring together
several of my interests" in both
scholastic achievements and in the
performing arts, he said.
Karen Beckwith,apolitical science

professor, spent last year at the

University of Manchester in Great
Britain as a visiting professor in the
department of government and the
Centre for Labour Studies. Overuie
course of the year, she gave three
lectures on topics such as the
1989-1990PktstonCoaIstrikeandFe-

nunist

Political Science
Perhaps the most unusual summer
experience was Oat of R. Stanton
Hales,
of academic
affairs. In Jury, be traveled to San
Antonio, where he served as the
tournament director and an official
referee at the U.S. Olympic Festival's
badminton MTiPictition.
Also this summer, three members
vice-preside- nt

of the mathematical

sciences

department travelled to Oemson,
South Carolina to grade high school

students

Advanced Placement

Calculus exams. Professors Charles
please see FACULTY, page 7
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Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind

H

Hampton, John Ramsey, and Jim
Hartman each spent six days with
approximately 300 other high school
and college math instructors scoring
the fiee response sections of 102JXQ
exams. Charles Hampton wasatable
leader," meaning he was responsible
for spot ftwlr'"g and maintaining
consistency with several of the other
graders. Jim Hartman said mat for

for students.

For years, scientists could only theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa card,

unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (Le. the plastic). Surely, the highly
intelligent services were evidence

ofan advanced brain. But with the latest advances in

technology,

x-r- ay

and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was aaulrmed: the CStib
Ft

-

A

-

is

FB

him, the main benefits of this

head to toe more evolved than ever imagined.

H

At its

backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make

experience included: oprxrtunirjes to
communicate withhigh school faculty,

free evenings for playing some
volleyball and basketball and of
course, a linle extra spending money.
Because of the extended periods of
concentration, "when I get home, if I
try to read something, I fall asleep,
said Hartman.
George W. Olson, a member of the
art department, was on leave last year
for two semesters. He spent the first
at the
one as the
Missouri Botanical Garden in St.
Louis, where he completed a series of
prairie plant studies. He had his work
exhibited atRidgeway Center as well
as in the Atrium Gallery in S Louis.
Olson spent his second semester in
Uxidon,wherepaintmgsof American
plants were on exhibit at The Royal
Horticultural Society during February.
He also gave lectures at the British
Museum and the Tradescant Trust
Thomas FaDcner, a member of the
classical sniriies department, spent six
weeks of his summer as the director

on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we

Price Protection can assure you of the

see Citibank

best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
advertised in print for leSS, Within 60 days, and Gtibank

Scientists theorize that the mind cfdie Citibank Classic Visa
ambnember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior

(Fig
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Will retund Uie CUnerence
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SlippcdDisc, Buyers Security" can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90

artist-in-residen- ce

days from the date of purchase'; and Citibank Lifetime
for the expected service life

t

of eligible products up to

Warranty" allows one to extend the warranty

12 years2.

Monarch Notes

So if you ever buy a walkrnan, a stereo,

support

With your purchases covered,

The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. You can actually see it on the top left

no fee, and a low rate, the

hand corner of the card. Look at the bottom of the page. The Gtibank Photocard has the head of the

Gtibank Classic Visa card will

cardholder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud.

go easy on your Nervous System.

whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Gtibank can bend and be flexible while still lending
J

It will make

a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own phota

Tl

Call

But what about the

and principal instructor for the
Wooster in Greece study-trav-

Nervous System?The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the

program. This is tne rourtn tune ne
has directed this program. Along
with 10 students, he spentfour weeks
traveling through Greece andTurkey,
"visiting the irnportamarcheotogical
sites." The program, which is worth
two course credits, involves visits to
places such as Delphi, Mycenae, and
the Greek Islands, especially Crete.

Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen,

(1-800-248--

el

within 24 hours.

As suspected, there another involuntary muscle: the heart a beating and caring

"J

heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings.

"You'll

receive

a $20 Airfare Discount

on domestic flights1; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low

said the strangest
experience of his trip was when he
was atthe Acropolis. The first day he
went alone, and saw Boris Yeltsin,
who was oo an official state visit with
the Prime Minister of Greece. The
second day, when be returned with
thestudetts.theysawCriariesIQmble,
who plays Tim Dial on the television
sitcom "Murphy Brown." According
to Falkner, Kimble was there for a
taping sesswn with "lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous." Falkner said it
was difficult to lecture about famous
archeoJogical sites when his students
were running off to get autographs.
This, of course, is not a complete
list of the activities of all professors
whowereonleave, Butitistaeresung
loknow what lhatmanorwoman who
stands at me from of your class every
day does when he orshe is not standing
there. Sometimes, there's a lot more
to being a professor than meets the
eye.
Some hforma&cmjbr this article
compUedwUhbfomatio from the
fall 1993 Wooster Reports.
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The Violent F
a decade later

inernoriea. Bat the Cleveland Agora
was full on Nov. 5; the audience
screamed, and this was far from classic rock.
The band's 20 song set mixed in
favorites, while also highlighting the
phavs of their career. Performing
was another Femmes veteran, bassist
Brian Ritchie, who dazzled his listen-e- n
with the acoustic, electric and
standing bass and xylophone.
The band's new drummer, former
BoDean Guy Hoffman, replaced Vk
lor DeLorenzo who left the band earlier this year. Hoffman snared his
way through the show, changing between standing and sitting drum sets.
He had linle difficulty controlling the
band's rhythm as it jumped between
the different riffs of punk, rock, jazz,
and gospcLmaking the transition from
DeLorenzo unnoticeabie.
Gano's unique quivering voice,
which first procreated the Violent
Femmes,was backed by dialogs which
manured emotion. His vocals still
possess the same air of insecurity that
paradoxically make the Femmes attractive.

Surprising the audience, the Violent Femmes first appeared in the

at

in-du- ded

mu-sicb-

cry

pirated

by

NcWS SL&VlCtS

Left to right Thomas Wood, Daniel Winter and C David Lueschen
win perform an
recital at the CoOege on Sunday, Nov. 14,
at 7JO pjn. in Canlt Recital Hafl.
aO-Brah-

ms

COW music faculty
featured in recitals
NEWSSERVICES
College of Wooster music faculty
members win be featured in two recitals on Nov. 12 and 14.
David Cleveland will perform on
the euphonium on Friday. Nov. 12,
with accompanist Pam YamcIL An
recital will be presented
pianist Daniel Winter, violinist Tho-mWood, and horn player C David
Lueschen on Sunday. Nov. 14.
Cleveland, acting director of bands,
has won numerous awards on the euphonium, including first prize in the
prestigious Falcone International Euphonium Competition in 1992.
Cleveland's recital program will include Handel's "Largo" from the
all-Brah-

ms

as

peggione

During the VfelentFemmes encore
performance of "Add it Up. guitar
player and lead vocalist, GordanGano
briefly slopped singing. Instead.be
watched smiling as the pubescent
crowd screamed the vocals of the
song's count up lo fhjstration. After
a round, he joined and shared the
adolescent angst but one couldn't
help wondering what was on the mind
of Cana The Violent Femmes successful untitled debut album, featur-in- g
"Add it Up" appeared more than a
decade ago. Their four subsequent
albums never matched the first, signaling that the hand could have easily

back of the theater and made their
way lo the stage with a trombone
blowing and radda-tat-tdrum death
march. Once on stage, they started the
right wi&Xore Out the Window."a
fast paced mtroduction to sounds they
would be displaying. Wasting no
time, the band moved into "What Do
I Have to Do" and "Blister in the
Sun," off their first album, providing
the audience with the first dose of
Femmes nostalgia. The songs then
began to alternate between different
styles, such as the satanical "Country
Death Son g." to the cheerful words of
"American Music."
The Violent Femmes displayed
their range of musical talent in their
polyphonic "Do it Again," which allowed the bass, guitar, and drum lo
break from the song's rhythmic mold
into their own individual jam. Gano,
proclaiming that he didn't want the
"inexperienced people to max out too
early," temporarily calmed the audience wim "Black Girl," which
an occasional conch solo from
Ritchie. The soothing selections continued with the portrayal of a born
again Christian in "Faith." but started
working toward their climatic encore,
gaining momentum in "Give Me the
Car." the story of a lascivious youth
trying to acquire transportation for his
nocturnal pleasures.
While none of this was a surprise,
the VicJenrFemmes did provide more
than expected. They displayed the
ut
ability not only to focus on their
on the audience as welLand by
doing so they truly entertained. They
have changed their music over time,
and by doing sodisplayed the security
it takes to challenge their own creative instincts, rather than grasping
only to what makes them commercially successful. So. save your
money. Buy the first album and then
go see the Violent Femmes the next
time they're in town.

op-era"Xmes."Schuberl's"Ar-

Bj MARCUS McGRAW

Sonata." Edward Elgars "Romance"
Op. 62, "Blue Bells of Scotland" by
Arthur Pryor, and "Euphoria" by De

rek Bourgeois.
The Brahrnsredtal wiQ feature three
works: "Sonatensatz." "Trio for Piano, Violin and Horn" Op. 40, and the
Sonata in D Minor Op. 108.
Wood has been assistant professor
of musk at Wooster since 1991 and is
concertmasier of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
Winter is the Olive Williams.
Kettering Professor of Music at
Wooster. where he has taught and
performed for more than 38 years.
Lueschen, an adjunct member of
the faculty since 1986. performs with
the Canton and Akron Symphony Orchestras and the Canton Symphony
Woodwind Quintet
Both recitals begin at 7:30 pjn. in
Scheide Music Center, located on the
comer of BeaU Avenue and University Street
Admission is free.

Best seller brought to screen: 'The Joy Luck Club'
By HANNA

C HOWE

Now in the theaters is an amazing
collection of stories all falling under
the beading. "The Joy Luck Club"
Produced by Oliver Stone, the tales
are told by four Chinese women and
their daughters. These women, who
may already be familiar to you from
the novel of the same name by Amy
Tan, weave in and out of one another
from China to San Francisco, bonded
together by the cjipniciicts of glowing op and then raising young girls to
someday become iixxhen themselves.
These women are fascinating and I
sijest you gtx to krxw them. This
film is going to show that there are at
least 30 Asians who are great actresses," said Director Wayne Wang,
Ifyou have reaervaticmaboutmov- -

ies adapted from novels, as I do, have
no fear about this one. lis greatest

asset is the
screenplay,
co-writt-en

by

Amy Tan,
who also
makes an

oncredited

their experiences become absolutely
heart wrenching.

Quite

"Thh film is going to show that
there are at least 30 Asians who
are great actresses."
Wayne Wang

appearance

m a crowd scene.
At times the stories are told straight
from the novel, word for word, with
friendly and realistic acting that simply draws you into the lives of the
families. You might find yourself
beconungpersonaSyoonnectedtothe
point of erring in the theater thinking
about your own life for a moment As
wim the novel, you also begin to care
about the fives of these women until

frankly you
will cry, or

least get

pretty dose
to it The
intensity of
many cul- turesdasrong not only between friends
but between mothers and daughters
is, at times, almost too much. The
music score carries the emotion along
until suddenly, at one point or another
you may realize this movie touches
deeply and powerfully. But what
most impressed me was the reality of
it all. This is no (Eg deep, pull at your
heart strings movie. It is presented
honestly, openly and with care. The

acting is never forced just as the characters are true. They could be your
nrighbors or relations.
The way I see it this is not a film
yon just watch. It is more like a
meeting wirh some new people and a
trip to different places. The scenes in
China are stunning, from the World
War I stories to one woman's tale ofa
marriage in the high class society of
China. To say you get drawn in is an
ttriderstaternent You want to know
more because the lives are so fascinating but at the same time gracefully
pieseiued to never seem sensational.
Spend your next evening at the movies with real people instead of all the
flash and craziness that seem to dominate the screens. Take a good friend
along and call your mom when you

jet hornet

FRIDAY, NOV. 12
Happy Hour in The Underground,
5 pjn. 6:45 pan.
Video Nighc "Midnight Run,'
The Underground, 8 pjru, &50.
What starts out as a leisurely five
hour flight with bounty hunter Rob
ac
ert DeNiro and
countant Charles Grodin erupts into
chase.
a hilarious action-fille- d
Spotlight Showcase: Naked Blue.
9 pjn. - 11 pjru Mom's Truck
Stop. Join Jennifer Ferguson and
Scott S mith as they play a collection
of their original songs as well as
n
hits by artists like
Bonnie Raittjimi Hendrix and Bob
Dylan.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes from
9pjn.-1- 1
pjn. Win Free Games!!
bail-jumpi- ng

well-know-

SATURDAY. NOV. 13
Join the Hip Hop MOOving COW
for a Roller Skating Trip. Skate at
Wooster Skateland from 7 pjn. till
midnight Sign up at Lowry front
desk. $2 refundable deposit
Film: "Last Action Hero". 7:30
pjn. & 10 pjn., Mateer. $1. Join
Arnold Schwarzenegger in this tale
of an
old movie fan who
gets blasted out of his theater seat
into his favorite star s latest film.
Moonlight Bowling in Scot Lanes,
11 pjn.
12:30 ajn. Free Shoe
Rental!
11-ye-

ar

SUNDAY. NOV. 14
Classic Film: "Pygmalion, 7JO
pjru,Maieer,Free! Watch the transformation of a Cockney flower girl
into a lady with class.

Special Event: The Flying
Karamazov Brothers. 8 p.m..
McGaw. Tickets free with COW
LD. at Lowry Desk. They juggle
hatchets & meat cleavers while tellingjokes. Challenge them by bring
ing an item for them to juggle.
Objects must be heavier than an
ounce, lighter than 10 lbs, smaller
than a breadbox, and not alive.
TUESDAY. NOV. 16

Video

Nighu

,
"National

Lampoon's Vacation." The Under
ground, 8 pjnJ.50. Chevy Chase
stan in this comedy about a vaca
tion gone awry.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17
The Earring Tree jewelry sale in
Lowry Lounge, 10 ajn, - 7 pjn.
Caroline Rhea, the scheduled co
medienne in The Underground had
a taxi accident and won't be performing. Maybe next semester!
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A 19th album in as many years
from a revitalized Rush
By LARRY KELLER

"Countaparts" is Rush's 18th studio album, and it does not reveal its

the music The song refers to human
impulses,and their occasionally frightening consequences. As the vocals
implore us to take the right path, the
music lightens to emphasize the correct path. "Cut to the Chase" finds
Rush creating a ripping beat The

age. The eleven tracks are contemporary in their nature, not remnants of
the albums from me 70s and "80s.
Part of thereason the songs are
m fresh is that the members of
s,
vocals,
Rash (Geddy
M starts with
and synthesizer, Alex
majority

Upcoming week in entertainment

evocadveofbagpipes, evidentonother
tracks as welL One of those is "Speed
except for a
of Love,"
few bright spots. It has the funky bass
un-notewo- rthy

line, but becomes plodding and
uninventive. The nasal tone of Geddy
Lee's vocal is unfortunately allowed

to shine through. The guitars
again evoke a bagpipe sound
which is enhanced in Neil
what is most alien
Peart's drumming. Together
the listeners; the
to
they sound vaguely like the
gay man to AIDS.
death
Scot Marching Band. "Alien
are all accomplished and ex
Shore" is a song which reveals
tremely talented musicians.
both the strengths and weakThis means that they are not
nesses of Rush. The "Alien Shore" is
confined by their skills as to what they song alternates between swift, grindcan do. "Counterparts' does not ing guitars to delicate fingering to a shore of equality which few have
break stunning new musical ground, light harmonics. The guitar sok is reached, mus making it alien. It points
fast and good, but drags on in the end to the universal qualities of humans.
but gives a crisp view to contempoThe downfall is in some of the analrary music hovering on the fringes of due to cached techniques.
pop. The album elevates itself above
"Nobody's Hero" demonstrates ogy used. The attempts to reach this
Neil Peart's incredible song writing shore are made analogous to a coral
the negative connotation of pop music with its varied sound and finely ability. A song about the personal reef. The comparison is too corny,
crafted lyrics.
face of the AIDS epidemic, it starts and nearly breaks down the continuity
with what is most alien to a majority of the song. The music starts heavy
"Anirnate" sets the lone of the album wim its funky bass ficontin-ne- d of the listeners: the death of agay man and fast, but lightens for Lee's vocals.
This is a quality album from an
through a majority of the tracks. to AIDS. The subjectofthe next verse
The guitar and vocals mix especially isadaughter.andthe last verse has the accomplished group. It is a complete
listener as a victim. The music moves album with the songs standing well,
well on the hannonious chorus, givtogether or alone. There isn't the
ing theirnpresskn ofrestrainedpower. from subdued acoustic guitar during
The solos are subdued, and contain the verses to an impassioned electric cheesy feel which was prevalent in
sustained guitar notes which give a guitar durir the chorus. Strings back previous albums. Thisisdueinpartto
warm sound to the song. The song up the melodic iritertwining of vocals the strong beats backing each song.
They give the songs a sense of
itself is about the relationship beand music on this song. "Nobody's
allow them to move in differtween men and women. The next Hero" may be the highlight of the
as welL The solos are
directions
significantly
ent
heavier"Stick
the
trackis
album.
It Out" The intro to this song is ' "Leave That Thing Alone" is an restrained, and on thewhcewcU done.
reminiscent of heavy metaL There is instrumental which is a close second. Overall it is an album which would fit
weO into numerous musical categoa poor match of this song between Once again the funky bass line proGeddy Lee's light vocals and a viding a certain level of structure for ries were hixxf the previous bagweighty rhythm section. When the variation which occurs within the gage of Rush as a pop band. Chances
backup singing is added during the song. The song ranges from delicate are you will find yourself pleasantly
chorus it begins lo match thepower of to hard. Some of the guitar work is surprised at hearing "Counterparts."
Lee-bas-

Lifeson-guitars;NeilPeart-perais-

sion)

a

ofa

of

.

firm-ness,b-
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Nov. 12
Ringling Bros, and Barum and
Bailey Circus
Through Nov. 21, 730p.m.
Coliseum

Nov. 17
The Nutcracker
Through Nov. 19
Canton Palace Theatre
White Zombie, Nudeswiri, Chem
Lab, 7:30 pjn.
Agora Theatre
Matthew Sweet, Hollyfaith,
8p.m.
Peabody's Down Under

"TfckkssTime"
Through Nov. 28
Ensemble Theatre
"fa Dependence"
Through Nov. 21
Theatre Kent, Kent State
University
"Wait Until Dark"
Through Nov. 20
Hudson Players
N.0 JtML. Benefit, 8p.m.
Agora Theatre

--

'

Nov. 13
Her Story, His Story: Jewelry
arai Sculptureby KaftleenBrowne
and Keith Lewis
Through Jan. 2
Akron Ait Museum
The Art of William Sommer
Through Jan.9
Akron Art Museum
Carrie BelL 10p.m.

--

--

Wffiwt's
:

Nov. 18
"Dial 'M For Murder"
Through Dec. 5
Coach House Theatre
Cleveland Orchestra
Through Nov. 20
Severance Hall
"A Little Night Music," 8: 15p.m.
Freedlander Theatre
Louis L Kahn: In the Realm of
Architecture
Through Jan 23
Wexner Center for the Arts
Steven Wright, 7:30pm.
Music Hall
Big Head Todd and the
Monsters, Sun 60, 9p.m.
Peabody's Down Under

NOV, 14

Robert Plant, 7:30p.m.
Public Auditorium

Plan Ahead

"

Nov. IS
Kuijken Trio (Chapel, Court &
Countryside series), 8pjn.
Harkness Chapel

Nov. 19. Paul Weterberg, 8p.m.
Agora Theatre
Madame Butterfly,
Nov.
State Theatre
Nov. 20. Bruce Homsby, 8p.m.
MusfcHall
Nov. 21. Meat Loaf, 7:30p.m.
Convocation Center, CS
N6v.23.INXS. Catherine Wheel.
Center
7:30p.m.,
Nov. 27. Cypress HDL 8pjrt,
Agora Theatre
19-2- 1.

Nov. 16
.
J"'.
"Clarence Darrow"
Through Nov. 21
Cleveland Palace Theatre
Splendid Variety:
Art in Japan
Through March 6
Cleveland Museum of Art
.

18th-centu-

ry

I--

X

.

Naturalist Interns
Nnrnmlirttntm. (10). Glen Helen Outdoor Education Center. Antioch University vYellow Springs, OH.
Responsibilities: planArnd small groups of elementary aged students in residential environmental programs,
comprehensive training available, care for hawk or owl in Raptor Center.
Qualifications: BABS preferred, minimum of 2 yean college required, Jan. thru May. Tuition waived; graduate
or undergraduate credit given; room and board; $5(Vweek stipend.
Accepted on a rolling basis. Call or write for application.

Contact: Carolyn Cosgrove, Assistant Dinxtor, Glen HeknCnitdoor Education Ce
1075 SJL343, Yellow Springs, OH 45387; (513)
767-764- 8.

,

EGA ATRPORT SHUTTLE

253 W.Norti, Wooster.

The Student Government Association is providing Airport Shuttles to and
from Cleveland Hopkins Airport at the beginning and end of
Thanksgiving Break. Following are the dates and times:

2(2-97-35

--

Designer Labels

--

(Polo. J. Crew, The Gap. etc)
Quality Jewelry
Natural Fabrics
A different type ofplace.

November 23, Tuesday 1 pjn. & 5 djbv.
Lowry Center)
(Departure from CoOego-eM-nd
November 28, Sunday 4 p jn. & 8 pjn.
6)
- (Pickup at the Airport-Ga- te
Tickets will be sold outside SG A Office (Lowry Basement) on:
-November 15, Monday5 pjn. to 6 pjn.
November 16, Tuesday 6 pjn. to 7 pjn.

If you have any questions call SGA at

x-27-

73

Malice R
1:20,5:40,7:50
The Joy Luck ClubR
1:00, 4:15, 7:10, 950
Nightmare Before
Christmas PG

1:30,330,5:30,7:30,

930

Demolition ManR
1.05, 3:45, 7.05, 9:45

Flesh and BoneR
1:10,4.00,700,935

Fatal Instinct-PG--13

335, 10.00
Robocop3-PG--

13

1:10,3:25,5:55,8:10,
10-2-

0

Look Who's Talking
Now-PG- -13

1:15,3:25,535,7:40,
10O0

Ernest Rides Again PG
125,3:40,550,8.05,
10:10

Rudy--PG

CarUto's Way- -R

1.00,350,5:40,8.00,

105,405,700,955
No passes

10-2- 0

All shows before 6 pjn. $325, all other shows $5.

4108 Burbank Road, Wooster

(216)345-875- 5

!
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do you really think you can...

Scots scrimmage Walsh

Beat the Experts
John Finn
Last Week:

Steve Hardy '94 won Week Seven

of theBeal the Experts contest Hardy

Overall:

compiled a 14-- record in posting the
win. Tom Wilson '97 and John
Retzloff 96 also posted 14-- 4 marks.
but Hardy won me tiebreaker.
Week Seven s expert of the week
was Mart Hugh, the leaderamong the
experts in total record. Hugh posted a
13-- 5
record and was beaten by three
of 12 contestants.
This week's expert of the week is
John Fuin, the director of sports infor-rnation at the College. Firm s overall
good enough for third
record is
among the experts.
Again, the leader among the expert is Hugh, who owiis an impressive 8 mark.
Second is Mike Householder, who
is 9641 overall.
. Fourth place is held by the newest
e3qpertcmeweek,TomCrissman '85.
Crissman is the Director of Andrews
Hall as well as me manager of the
College Recreation and Entrrtainmcrt
Centers. Crissman's record stands at
4

7-

FT:

-

--

8.

This week's consensus picks:
0)

0)

0)

JT

0)

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Flghtini Scot basketball team hasted Walsh College Wednesday
evening ia a scrimmage in tbe Timken Gymnasium at the Anningtoo
Field House.

--

!

Green Bay at New Orleans
Houston at Cincinnati
Phoenix at Dallas
San Francisco at Tampa Bay
Miami at Philadelphia
Washington at N.Y. Giants
Kansas City at LA. Raiders
Atlanta at LA Rams
Cleveland at Seattle
Minnesota at Denver

N.Y. Jets at Indianapolis
Chicago at San Diego
Buffalo at Pittsburgh
Florida State at Notre Dame
Auburn at Georgia
Syracuse at Virginia Tech
Southern Cal at Washington
Arizona at California
Virginia at Oemson
Indiana at Ohio State

,

Mark Hugh
Last Week: 13-- 5
Overall:

99-3-

8

N.Y. Jets at Indianapolis
Chicago at San Diego
Buffalo at Pittsburgh
Florida State at Notre Dame
Auburn at Georgia
Syracuse at Virginia Tech
Southern Cal at Washington
Arizona at California
Virginia at Oemson
Indianaat Ohio State

Green Bay at New Orleans
Houston at Cincinnati
Phoenix at Dallas
San Francisco at Tampa Bay
Miami at Philadelphia
Washington at N.Y. Giants
Kansas City at LA Raiders
Atlanta at LA Rams
Cleveland at Seattle
Minnesota at Denver

'

0)

Tom Crissman
Last Week: 11-- 7
8
Overall:

1)

1)

I

N.Y. Jets at Indianapolis
Chicago at San Diego
Buffalo at Pittsburgh
Florida State at Notre Dame
Auburn at Georgia
Syracuse at Virginia Tech ;
Southern Cal at Washington
Arizona at California
Virginia at Oemson
Indiana at Ohio State

96-4-

Beat the Experts forms are located
on the red ledge inside the mail room.
Forms sriaildrx completed
in the box next to the forms.
Ttecontestamwimmebest overall
records will receive a $5 first prize at
the end of the fotbaH season.

New Orleans (4-'
Houston (4-(4-Dallas
San Francisco (4-Miami (44)
N.Y. Giants (4-LA Raiders (3-Atlanta (3-Seattle (4-Denver (4-N.Y. Jets (4-San Diego (4-Pittsburgh (4-Florida State (4-Auburn (4-Virginia Tech (4-USC at Washington
Arizona (4-Virginia at Oemson
Ohio State (4--

5

Mike Householder
Last Week: 12-- 6
1
Overall:

99-3-

.... rH

12-- 6

Green Bay at New Orleans
Houston at Cincinnati
Phoenix at Dallas
San Francisco at Tampa Bay
Miami at Philadelphia
Washington at N.Y. Giants
Kansas City at LA. Raiders
Atlanta at LA. Rams
Cleveland at Seattle
Minnesota at Denver

92-4- 5,

89-4-

92-4-

0)

1

89-4-

0)

0)

0)

-

0)

Tanning Session

0)

0)

Enjoy a FREE Tanning Session on us with this Pass
as a 1st time tanning customer.
Totally FREE! No obligation.
But please call for an appointment. Use within 10 days.
limit 1 per Home. Miner restrictions may apply.
Tan-Wiih--

Us

0)

(2-- 2)

0)

r-

-

(2-- 2)

0)

212 W. North, Wooster

N.Y. Jets at Indianapolis
Chicago at San Diego
Buffalo at Pittsburgh
Florida State at Notre Dame
Auburn at Georgia
Syracuse at Virginia Tech
Southern Cal at Washington
Arizona at California
Virginia at Oemson
Indiana at Ohio State

Green Bay at New Orleans
Houston at Cincinnati
Phoenix at Dallas
San Francisco at Tampa Bay
Mianii at Philadelphia
Washington at N.Y. Giants
Kansas City at LA Raiders
Atlanta at LA Rams
Cleveland at Seattle
Minnesota at Denver

VOICE YOUR OPINION

MOVIE

262-826- 7

(across from the Justice Center)

"ONF.Y.S."

Enjoy a FREE Movie Rental with this Pass with
one paidRental of equal value.
Your Choice of any in stock.
Hurry! Use within 10 days,
...
limit 1 per Home. Some restrictions.
Not valid with any other specials.
Back-DoVideo
.
212 W. North, Wooster

SGA WANTS TO KNOW HOW
YOU FEEL ABOUT F.Y.S.

.

The WoosterVoice is
currently accepting
applications for the position
of Asst Sports Editor.

ANDNOWISTHETIME.
IN LOWRY CENTER
DATE: NOV. 6
15-1-

:

or

STOP BY ON YOUR

262-826-7

i

-

TIME:

5-7-PJ.

' DINNER!! t

(across from the Justice Center)
--

J

WAY TO

Pace 12

NoymbtT 12,1953
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Wilmington downs Fighting Scots
By MTXE HOUSEHOLD

12

The Fighting Scot football
ended the 1993 season by dropping a
9
decision to WDxningtoo last
Saturday at Jorat P.
Stadium in
Wooster. The loa k the Quakers
capped a Kara in which Wooster
41-1-

posa2-7overi2mark.kxIadin-

ICrappsrs
win IM ,
title

41-1- 9

:
j

.

By MTXE HOUSEHOLDER

r

.

62-1-

ga

3 mark m the NcrACcmt Athletic
Conference. The Scots dropped their
last four contests to end the season.
Ahbougs both tcama exploded
over 400 total yards each,WDaanjjon
look advantage offire Scot turnovers
aodl 19 yards worth ofWoosierpea-aloe- s
m picking Dp the win.
Scot Head Coach BobTackcr said.
"We played beaer than we hsve. We
just played a gcalfcctbafl team. We
played with more of a spark than we
have in the past"
The Quakers opened the scoring at
9:46 cf the first quarter on a
conThe
2--

to

52-2-

46-ya- rd

catch-and-ru-n.

two-poi- nt

version waj unsuccessful,

so

Wilmington kicked off to the Scots np
AftcraWocpanr, the Quakrun. The
ers scored, on a
t
conversion was successful,
putting Wilmington up 14-- 0 score.
Wooster refused to give in. however, as it took the ensuing kickoff
and marched 69 yards down the field
in 11 plays. A three yard pass play
from quanertackJim Smacker 96 to
wide oat Rick Fax "94 made it 14-Pfccekxker Gary User's 95 PAT
cot the Quaker lead to seven.
Wilmington went three plays and
out on their next possession. After a
punt, the Scots look over at their own
42 and cox again marched down the
field, name plays. The scoring drive
was capped by a
d
ran by
fuEbnck Abdul RasfaJd 94. A bad
snap on the PAT try prevented the
Scots from tying, but the touchdown
brought them io within one at
Just as the Scots were gaming
Wilmington struck bark with
two touchdowns before the half, the
second coming wim 11 seconds remaining in the half. The teams went
6-- 0.

one-ya- rd

two-poin-

6.

two-yar-

14-1- 3.

roo-rnenoa-

Ti,

into the locker rooms with
WDmingsonfcading2S-13-

.

Wooster received the second half
kickoff and scored on their first drive.
The drive was capped by the second
Smacker to Fax touchdown combination of the day, this one a six yard

Yesterday, the men of Kappa Chi
downed the menofPhi OmegaSigma
in the championship of the
4
men's Intramural fiyrtbaH champion
ship at Galpin Field.
The Krappers advanced to the
charnpionshrp game by downing then
Bissman rivals, the men of Phi Sigma
Alpha , 0 in Tuesday's semifinal
rruttrhnp, The Omegas advanced k
the charipinwhip game by defeating
the Men of Harambee 46-4- 0 in the
other semifinal
IM Director David Post 95 said.
The season went well as did the
playoffs. The Krappers were dearly
the best team in our league."
The Krappers utilized a powerful
running game in bearing the Omegas.
The Krappers offense was led by
their field general, quarterback John
Tomlinson "94. The top runner for the
Krappers was Terry Gladis 95 who
utilized his great speed in gaining big
chunks of yardage both against the
Sigs as well as against the Omegas,
Tomlinson's favorite target was
wktooutJim Warga94. The Krappers
also used strength up front in center
Chris Gngolani "95 to open up boles

pbow by BRITTANY BUUARO

Several Fighting Scots trnfne with members of the Wilmington Colege football team last Saturday at Papp
bawling the Scots their fourth straight defeat. Wooster
Stadium. The Quakers downed Wooster
finished the season at
41-1- 9,

2-- 7.

strike. After an onsuccessf ul attempt
cccrversion, the Scots
at a
trailed by a 28-1-9 score.
rwo-poi-

nt

Wilmington's next possession
ended when cornerback James
Weaver 94 picked off a Quaker pass
and returned it to the Wihnmgton 4 L
The Scots drove to the
line,
where they sound themselves m a
4-y- ard

crucial

fourth-and-tw-

situation.

o

Wooster opted to gamble, but were
stopped short, relinquishing possession to the Quakers.
WitaiingtcnscrxedtworncreiDoch-down- s
in posting its fifth win of the

Individually,

tailback

John

Graebinr 96 once again had a strong
game rushing the ball for the Scots.
Graebing picked np 194 yards rushing on 29 carries. Smacker threw for
137 yards on
passing. Fox
caught six passes for 66 yards.
Linebacker Jamie Ruhl "93 led the
14-fbr- -21

team m tackles with 12. Defensive
lineman Bob Coma 94 had ten tackles, one for a loss, Robinson .
The game marked the end of college football career's for several seniors, including defensive back Brad

Brewer, defensive lineman Bob
Coma, offensive lineman Wayne
Davis, wide receiver Rick Fax, linebacker S man Gordon, offensive hne-tnAaron Lear, offensive lineman

an

Tige Monacelli. fullback Abdul
Rashid. defensive lineman Kevin
Ryan, defensive back James Weaver,
offensive lineman Mark Webb, and
wide receiver Brian Wright
This year John Graebing proved
to beareasart surprise fccus,"Tucker
said as be summed up the season.
"We were also pleasantly surprised
by theplay of Duke Johnson and Brad
Hewitt. We also were impi eased with
the play of Stu Gordon, who had an
outstanding year. Sly Slaughter and

Mike Close helped us out at defensive
back, and of course we expected
strong years out of Jamie Ruhl and
Geoff Jamison and we got them. We
also got a lot of mileage out of Kevin
Ryan's senior year."

Robinson does
not return home
Last year's leading rusher for
Wooster was Eric Robinson, who

rushed for 258 yards against
Wilmington last November.
Robinson was expelled from
Wooster for a part he played in
brawl last year at Comer Club on
BeaH Avenue. He transferred to
Wilmington and is a senior for the
Quakers. However, Robinson was
not m Wooster last Saturday. A
restraining order prevents him from
coming to Wooster.

The upcomingpast week in Sports:

Sports Challenge
Wkleh prafeflfaaal pom
(MLB, NBA, N7L NHL) hm

170?

Nov.

mtm to Mf MJU a

Nov.

20-- WilmingttM

(A) 730

football:
Wilmington 41, WOOSTER 19

swimming;
today- - Mount Union (H) 5.00
Saturday- - Wittenberg (H)
1.-0-0

women's basketball:
20-21-

-

Trinity Tourney (A)

8

two-poi- nt

two-poi-

nt

Quote of the week

fee

's basketball:

for Gladis as well as allowing
Tomlinson time to pass to Warga.
The first OmegaMen ofHarambee
semifinal on Monday was by far the
most exciting of the three playoff
games. The Omegas led 20-- at the
half, but the Men of Harambee refused to give in, banling back by
scoring two touchdowns to start the
second half. The Omegas look a 40-3-4
lead with less than two minutes
remaining m the contest. The Men of
Harambee marched down the field,
and scored the tying touchdown as
convertime ran out. The
sion attempt was unsuccessful, thus
the game ended in a be. The two
teams returned on Tuesday, to settle
the tie. Each team took the ball on the
opposing team's 15 yard line and was
given four plays to score. The Omegas were able to score, but were not
successful on the
try. The
Men of Harambee were stepped from
scoring on their four plays, giving the
Omegas the victory.

I feel bad for this year's
seniors. Over their four years,
they have faced the toughest
competition fat the history of
thJsschooLn

Head Foodall Coach
BobTucker

